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ABOUT THE
ARTIST
Lavia Lin is a Berlin-based abstract painter and live painting
performance artist from Shanghai, China. She has a BA in
humanities, arts and social thoughts with a concentration of arts and
aesthetics from Bard College Berlin, the combination of her studies
in arts and philosophy allowed her to explore different fields and
expressions.
She began painting at the age of 7, using colours is her favourite
way of expressing herself. She enjoys making colourful paintings
and experimenting with textures and mediums. Lavia’s art can be
described as atmospheric abstract art, that are often blue-toned and
inspired by music. Lavia has been working as a freelance artist and
arts & cultural manager since 2021.

ARTIST STATEMENT
‘’ALL ART CONSTANTLY ASPIRES TOWARDS THE CONDITION OF MUSIC.’’
-WALTER PATER < SCHOOL OF GIORGIONE>

Growing up in the family owned live-music venue, I was exposed
to music as a kid. When I listen, I absorb every note, sound and
movement, engage them with all my senses. The embodied
experience of listening to music inspires me to paint, where the
intense feelings can only be put into ‘’words’’through colours, my
medium of expression. Music became the subject of my paintings.
Since 2017, I started an ongoing painting series ‘‘Jazz paintings’’,
where each painting is dedicated to a song.
When I performed live painting for the first time with a band, it
opened up a new understanding of painting music for me. I found
myself moving my arms simultaneously, as if I was playing an
instrument, conversing and engaging with my fellow performers.
It is an event in which the rawness of sounds, the movements of
the musicians, the ‘’liveliness’’ of emotions flow and intertwine
with each other. I’m a part of this experience and my role as an
artist is to record this happening visually and keep the memory of
it alive. Whereas when painting recored music, I am given the
luxury to engage with it fully, it is a process of having an
encounter, to meet, familiarise and connect, like friendship or
love.I record the encountered process visually.

These two approaches help me understand that music is an
intangible but powerful form of art, when listening, it fills you upembodies sounds, emotions and memories.
I’m interested to explore ways of visualising the experience of
listening, and to find answers to the questions: what does it mean
to visualise music? How to engage music imaginatively? How to
visualise something that’s intangible? My wish is to create musical
paintings that can engage with the viewers the way music engages
me.

ARTISTIC
ACHIEVEMENTS

EXHIBITIONS

Shanghai, China
— 1.June 2008 “Charity Auction of Painting Exhibition” at Le
Royal Meridien, Shanghai (The auction was for the orphans in
Wenchuan Earthquake)
—
15. November- 18. November 2009, Group exhibition “We
mix it up” at Gallery of J Art, Shanghai
—
28.February —6 March 2014 Participated at CSS / SWF
Fundraising Art Exhibition “Children Around the World” as Artist
representing Germany
Hamburg, Germany
10.August 2012 Solo Exhibition “The Sentimental Colors”
at Chamber of Commerce, Hamburg,Germany

-

Berlin, Germany
10.Sep-17.Sep 2016
Group Exhibition “Räume”
TheWorkspace Lindenstraße 20, Berlin
21.Sep-30.Sep 2018
Group Exhibition “Räume 2”
Kopenhagenerstraße 60,13407, Berlin,

-

RÄUME 2 GROUP
EXHIBITION
The 2nd edition of the Räume
Group Exhibition took place in an
abandoned car factory.
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ARTISTIC
ACHIEVEMENTS

LIVE PAINTING PERFORMANCES
Live Painting Performances

-11. September 2021 ‘’Colors of Sounds’’ with Israeli guitarist
Tal Arditi at ‘’Pop-Up Teahouse’’ C*SPACE (Langhansstr.86,
13086 Berlin)
-17. July 2020 Alone Together-on Freedom
Live painting to concert ‘’Theme to Grace’’ (Vince Guaraldi, *17
July 1928) ’Strings of Soul’’ with Lixue Lin-Siedler (Gushing,
Koto, Bass-Koto)
-21.08.2020 Alone Together-on Freedom
Live painting to concert ‘’Good Morning Blues (Count Basie,
*21. August 1904)’’ ‘’A tribute to Charlie Haden and Abbey
Lincoln’’ with Esther Kaiser (vocals), Rüdiger Krause (guitar)
American Church Berlin
Live Painting Project ‘’Satoyama meets the art of Lavia Lin’’
with Italian Band Satoyama
-30.November 2017 ‘’Play with colours’’ Artists Homes, Berlin
Germany
-01. Dec 2017 Galatea Wines and Music, Berlin, Germany
-02. Dec 2017 Kulturcafé Neukölln, Berlin, Germany
-04. Dec 2017 House Concert in Berlin Zehlendorf, Germany
23-25. June 2017 Jazzit Fest in Feltre, Italy
22. June 2017 Repete-Jazz & okrepčila, Lubiana, Slovenia

LIVE PAINTING
—CREATING INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE
BETWEEN ART AND MUSIC

Lavia began performing as a live painting artist
together with Italian band Satoyama in 2017,
where she made improvised paintings to their live
music performances. Performing live painting
during concerts challenges her spontaneity and
her ability to be an attentive listener. She has her
own musical instruments-paints and brushes.
Lavia has performed with international music
artists with the aim of bringing together different
cultures through the medium of art and music.
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Live Painting ‘’Colors of sounds’’ with
Israeli jazz guitarist Tal Arditi in 2021
© Keyao Wang_Zhijian Workshop

JAZZ PAINTINGS
Growing in the family owned Bar House of Blues
& Jazz in Shanghai, her sensitive ears have been
beautifully toned up by the musical
surroundings. Music, especially jazz became
Lavia’s subject and inspiration, she uses her
paints and colour to visualise the sensory
experience of listening, engaging with the
imaginative and emotional perception.Without
former musical training, she’s able to perceive
the music emotionally without technical
interpretation. Since 2017, she has started an
ongoing project “Jazz paintings” dedicated to
some of the jazz standards she enjoys. Lavia
wishes to explore the artistic expression of music
through painting.

“I have always enjoyed the moment when my brushes touch
the canvas, when colours are flowing from the strokes of
my hand. I never know what the painting will be like but I
listen to my heart and let the colours flow across the
canvas. It is the moment when I hear the melody in the
colours and I move my brushes along with the rhythm. The
spontaneous way of creating art is perhaps similar to jazz,
you just improvise.”-Lavia Lin

EVERYTHING HAPPENS TO
ME
ACRYLIC, WATER COLOUR ON CANVAS
65x75, 2017

WHEN SUNNY
GETS BLUE
OIL PAINTS ON CANVAS.
100 X 100, 2022

Inspired by the jazz standard ‘’When
sunny gets blue’’written by Marvin
Fisher and Jack Segal

SOMETHIN’ ELSE
OIL, PASTEL, MIXED MEDIA ON CANVAS.
80 X 80, 2022

Inspired by the album ‘’Somethin’ Else’’
by Cannoball Adderley

MONK’S DREAM
OIL, PASTEL, MIXED MEDIA ON LINEN CANVAS.
60 X 80, 2021

Inspired by the jazz standard ‘’Monk’s dream’’ by the
jazz giant Thelonious Monk.

DANCING WITH BILL
ACRYLIC, GOUACHE ON CANVAS.
50X70, 2021

A tribute to the great jazz pianist Bill Evans,
whose playing has always inspired Lavia to
paint. She describes his playing as an
embodied experience of listening, where she
follows his lead and moves to his melodies.

IN A SENTIMENTAL MOOD
OIL ON CANVAS.
60X80, 2021

Inspired by the beautiful jazz ballad ‘’In A
Sentimental Mood’’, played by John Coltrane.

I LET A SONG GO OUT OF
MY HEART
OIL ON CANVAS.
50X70, 2021

Inspired by the jazz standard, composed by
Duke Ellington

DAMN THE RULES
OIL, ACRYLIC ON CANVAS.
40X40, 2021

CONTACT
Email: contact@lavialinart.com
Tel:+49 15732685694
Address: Stuttgarterstr.61, 12059 Berlin Germany
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/deepintheblueblau/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/lavialinpainting/
Website: lavialinart.com

